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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
ProComSol HART and Foundation Fieldbus (FF) Communicator kit for Android 
 
LAKEWOOD, Ohio USA – February 19, 2024 – ProComSol, Ltd (www.procomsol.com) today 

announced the release of its new Android based HART and Foundation Fieldbus (FF) 

Communicator kit.  The kit includes all the items needed for a complete HART and FF 

Communicator including an Android tablet, HART and FF modem, Communicator Apps, and 

carrying/storage case.  The Communicator Apps use the Device Descriptor (DD) for the 

connected HART or FF device so the user has full access to every Parameter and Method in the 

instrument. According to Jeffrey Dobos, President of ProComSol, Ltd, “The TAB-DROID-HART-

FF-MOBI Communicator Kit offers an alternative to the traditional high cost HART and FF 

Communicator.  With a powerful, lightweight, multifunction Android device utilizing a modern 

App user interface, the user has quick and easy access to the HART and FF instrument data.  The 

tablet can also be loaded with Apps for other technician tasks, reducing hardware costs and 

making the technician even more efficient.” 

 

The Android Apps, DevComDroid for HART and DevComFF.Droid for FF, in combination with the 

Softing mobiLink multi-protocol communicator (our PN: MOBI-FF), is a full functioned 

communicator.  The entire DD Library for HART and FF devices from the FieldComm Group is 

included.  New DD’s can be added very easily by the user.  A communicator that uses DD’s can 

perform full configurations of Valves, Multi-Variable devices, and complex devices such as Radar 

Level and Coriolis Flow meters.   

 



The communicator Apps allow the user to view and edit device parameters and even save all 

the device parameters as a PDF file.  The PDF file can then be shared with anyone in the world 

via the mobile network connections available in an Android device.  Saving and sharing device 

configuration documentation is now faster and more convenient. 

 

Link to TAB-DROID-HART-FF-MOBI Communicator Kit:  

https://www.procomsol.com/products/TAB-DROID-HART-FF-MOBI.html 

 

Tablet kit versions for Hazardous Areas are also available. 

 

ABOUT US 

ProComSol, Ltd was founded in 2005 and has become the leading provider of technically 

advanced, cost-effective communication solutions to the process automation marketplace.  The 

president, Jeffrey Dobos, has 24+ years’ experience developing products with HART technology.  

The company also designs and manufactures RS232, USB, and Bluetooth HART modems.  In 

combination with the modems, the company’s DevCom and DevComFF Communicator App 

family is used to convert a PC, Tablet, or Smartphone into a full featured, DD based HART or FF 

Communicator.  Android, iOS, and Windows are supported. 
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